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Context (1)
 PPRISM project (2010-2011) : EC grant agreement to
develop a pilot study for a European Port Performance
Dashboard (European Seaports Organisation-ESPO + 5
Universities)
 Five perspectives:
 Market Trends & Structure
 Socio-Economic
 Environment
 Logistics Chain and Operational Performance
 Governance

 First European Port Performance Dashboard (EPPD):
presented May 2012 @ ESPO conference
 Second EPPD: will be presented May 2013 @ ESPO
conference

Source: PPRISM project partners, 2012 (only first 2 pages presented here)

Context (2)
 PPRISM and EPPD ex-post evaluation
 Participation better than expected (58 ports for pilot survey
and 300+ respondents from port industry stakeholders on
indicator assessment survey) but can be improved substantially
 Need for more data to populate the dashboard
 Need for a credible investment in ICT to provide
 User friendly interface => efficient data collection
 Data warehouse management
 A trustworthy ICT solution for the participating and contributing
partners (cf. data confidentiality)

 Stakeholder alignment needed for development of structure
(legal, financial, administrative), activities, products and
services of European Port Observatory (business plan)

Context (3)
 New European port policy presented by EC - DG MOVE (23rd
of May, 2013)
 Monitoring needed by the EC to assess whether policy
objectives are met and to learn from the implementation of
the policy and adapt it
 BUT: foremost also a tool for learning and selfimprovement for the European port industry, in line with
other infrastructure and utilities industries
 Installing a culture of performance management in the
European port industry
 Allowing the transfer of best practices of (performance)
management among stakeholders

FP7 – SST.2013.6-2
 Title of the call: “Towards a competitive and resource
efficient port transport system”
 Collaborative Research Project (CP) – 48 months

 Main objective:
 “to develop a ports observatory with a set
of indicators measuring EU ports
performance, activities and developments”

PORTOPIA
PORTS OBSERVATORY FOR PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS ANALYSIS
 12 partner consortium, led by University of Brussels
(VUB) – Department of Business
 Consisting of universities, research institutes and
industrial partners with a proven track record

PORTOPIA’s Mission Statement
PORTOPIA will deliver a state-of-the-art,
sustainable, self-supporting European Ports
Observatory, endorsed by port stakeholders,
that provides superior value to the industry
and its stakeholders by supplying
transparent, useful and robust indicators and
the contextual analysis thereof, leading to
improved resource efficiency, effectiveness
and societal support for the European Port
System

10 Strategic Objectives
Strategic
Description
Objective
1
Identify extensions and elaborations of currently used
indicators within various existing / completed / ongoing
projects and initiatives
2
Integrate inland ports in the observatory
3

4
5

Develop a benchmarking tool that allows individual ports
to compare their activities and operations with the EU
average and with ports in other important regions like Asia
and the Americas in a meaningful way
Ensure a balanced representation of ports and port actors
across the EU and relevant neighbouring countries (e.g.
Mediterranean Partner Countries)
Develop an approach to collect data from the whole port
community: this entails the implementation of appropriate
mechanisms to collect, manage and distribute the data on a
long term and to show trends over a substantial timeline

10 Strategic Objectives
Strategic
Description
Objective
6
Implement a user-friendly interface
7
Determine appropriate weighting and aggregation levels
leading to comprehensiveness and meaningfulness of port
system indicators
8
Develop a knowledge and management tool for monitoring
the efficiency and performance of sea and inland ports
9
Ensure stakeholder confidentiality of data management
10
Develop and implement a business case for a European
Port Observatory (EPO) to ensure sustainable continuity
(long term data monitoring and trends)
Source: PORTOPIA consortium (2012), reinterpretation of the call text

PORTOPIA ambitions and outputs
 Meaningful indicators
 Useful for port authorities and other stakeholders
 Complementarity to their own systems (cf. Antwerp
Sustainability Report)
 Intelligent benchmarking
 Against EU average
 Against peer group
 Including best practices

 Permanent website, dynamic, port authorities manage
their own space
 Reports and publications: not the core output, rather for
communication purposes

Industry and science participation
 European Seaports Organisation (ESPO) as formal partner
 Credible, Euronext listed company (Glintt Inov) as ICT
partner, supported by Marintek (Shipping KPI project)
 Main port industry stakeholder branch organizations as
formal associated partners
 As members of an Industry Stakeholder Advisory
Committee (ISAC) for steering and validation of PORTOPIA’s
indicator development, validation and implementation
 As contributors by opening their networks and facilitating their
member’s contributions to PORTOPIA

 Global Scientific Committee (GSC) with participation
from UNCTAD, OECD, WEF and selected academics

Implementation strategy
 12 work packages (WP) + project management WP
 7 WP’s for the development of port performance perspectives:








Market Trends and Structure
Socio-economic
Environment and Safety
Logistic chain and operational performance
Governance
User perspectives
Inland ports

 2 transversal WPs
 Strategy Map Development
 Benchmarking Tool

 4 Support WPs





Project Management
Stakeholder Management, Communication and Dissemination
Development of ICT and Knowledge Management System
Implementation of the European Ports Observatory

Source: Portopia consortium (2012)

Source: Portopia consortium (2012)

Role of PPRN network / members ?
 Discussion and feedback on main project outputs
 Scientific guidance / quality assessment (cfr. Global
Scientific Committee)
 International / global benchmarking within performance
perspectives:
 Cooperation possibilities
 Data exchange
 Joint research proposals

PORTOPIA conclusion
 Double objective, just like Utopia’s double meaning:
 Monitor EC policy implementation and support EC policy
formulation
 Support the European Port Industry with meaningful
performance data to increase individual port and port
transport system performance

 BUT in reality only one meaning:

Moving towards a robust port transport system that
can confront the industry’s internal and external
challenges in a sustainable way

Extract from Utopia (T. More)
The island of Utopia is in the middle 200 miles broad, and holds almost at the same breadth over a great part of
it; but it grows narrower toward both ends. Its figure is not unlike a crescent: between its horns, the sea comes
in eleven miles broad, and spreads itself into a great bay, which is environed with land to the compass of about
500 miles, and is well secured from winds. In this bay there is no great current; the whole coast is, as it were,
one continued harbor, which gives all that live in the island great convenience for mutual commerce; but the
entry into the bay, occasioned by rocks on the one hand, and shallows on the other, is very dangerous. In the
middle of it there is one single rock which appears above water, and may therefore be easily avoided, and on
the top of it there is a tower in which a garrison is kept; the other rocks lie under water, and are very
dangerous. The channel is known only to the natives, so that if any stranger should enter into the bay, without
one of their pilots, he would run great danger of shipwreck; for even they themselves could not pass it safe, if
some marks that are on the coast did not direct their way; and if these should be but a little shifted, any fleet
that might come against them, how great soever it were, would be certainly lost. On the other side of the
island there are likewise many harbors; and the coast is so fortified, both by nature and art, that a small
number of men can hinder the descent of a great army. But they report (and there remain good marks of it to
make it credible) that this was no island at first, but a part of the continent. Utopus that conquered it (whose
name it still carries, for Abraxa was its first name) brought the rude and uncivilized inhabitants into such a good
government, and to that measure of politeness, that they now far excel all the rest of mankind; having soon
subdued them, he designed to separate them from the continent, and to bring the sea quite round them. To
accomplish this, he ordered a deep channel to be dug fifteen miles long; and that the natives might not think
he treated them like slaves, he not only forced the inhabitants, but also his own soldiers, to labor in carrying it
on. As he set a vast number of men to work, he beyond all men's expectations brought it to a speedy conclusion.
And his neighbors who at first laughed at the folly of the undertaking, no sooner saw it brought to perfection
than they were struck with admiration and terror.

